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Aiming at the “net-zero carbon” target, a higher proportion of variable renewable
energies (VREs) has been integrated into power grids, and pumped storage plants
(PSPs) are crucial for guaranteeing the safe and stable operation of hybrid energy
systems. As secondary frequency regulation (SFR) is related to the economic
operation and the quality of auxiliary services provided by PSPs, it is critical to
clarify its performance and compensation. Therefore, the corresponding
quantitative evaluations of the SFR of pumped storage units (PSUs) are carried
out in this paper. First, the performance of SFR is quantified based on the fuzzy
analytic hierarchy process (FAHP). Considering the current situation in China’s
electricity market, the average compensation of the PSP with each MW is
determined to be 9.336 CNY per day, and a method for calculating the
compensation of SFR is constructed. Then, taking a real Chinese PSP as an
example, based on different wind power deviation signals, the quantitative
evaluation of the compensation of SFR is conducted in accordance with the
fixed-speed pumped storage units (FSPSUs) and the variable-speed pumped
storage units (VSPSUs) in power priority and speed priority modes. The results
show that the compensation of FSPSUs and VSPSUs (power priority mode and
speed prioritymode) is 10,900CNY per day; 54,400CNY per day; and 17,300CNY
per day. This paper could contribute to clarifying the compensation of SFR and
providing technical support for the development of the auxiliary service market.
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1 Introduction

To achieve the “net-zero carbon” target, a higher proportion of global variable
renewable energies (VREs) is being integrated into the grid, posing a formidable
challenge to the stability of the power grid (Seriño, 2018; Pratiwi and Juerges, 2020; Li
et al., 2023a; Wang et al., 2023). Pumped storage (with its functions of peak shaving,
automatic generation control (AGC), frequency regulation, standby, and black start) is the
largest and most effective energy storage technology in a long time and plays an
indispensable role in balancing the load of the power system, improving the quality of
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power supply, and increasing economic benefits (Chang et al., 2013;
Pérez-Díaz et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2019; Rahmati and Akbari Foroud,
2020). Furthermore, with the continuous development of the social
economy, the power requirements of users for electricity
consumption also continue to grow (Guo and Wu, 2023). One of
the primary issues is how to adjust the power output and improve
secondary frequency regulation (SFR) to maximize power market
participation and scheduling revenue, with the premise of grid
security and stability. Therefore, for the economic operation of
pumped storage units (PSUs) and the potential of auxiliary
services, it is necessary to evaluate the performance and
compensation of SFR of pumped storage plants (PSPs).

PSPs are divided into two types: fixed-speed pumped storage
plants (FSPSPs) and variable-speed pumped storage power plants
(VSPSPs). VSPSPs are not only superior to FSPSPs in terms of
power generation modes but also can regulate power consumption
under the pumping mode according to the variation range of speed
to provide good frequency regulation (FR) capability for grids with
more VREs, such as wind energy and solar energy (Alizadeh Bidgoli
et al., 2020; Li et al., 2023b).

Regarding the comparison between FSPSUs and VSPSUs, most
of the previous studies have focused on regulation performance.
Yang and Yang (2019) conducted a performance evaluation of the
power regulation of FSPSUs and VSPSUs, which combines the
physical characteristics and economic indicators related to the
auxiliary service market, and the results show that VSPSUs not
only make a contribution to the stability of grids but also are better at
the performance of the auxiliary service of the power market. Zhu
et al. (2023) compared the dynamic performance of FSPSUs,
VSPSUs, and thermal power units for primary frequency
regulation (PFR) based on the deduced PFR performance indexes
and quantitatively analyzed the superiority of the VSPSU in terms of
the dynamic performance of PFR.

Regarding the influence mechanism of governor parameters on
the unit, Ye et al. (2017); Ma et al. (2020) concluded that governor
parameters play a dominant role in the dynamic characteristics of
PSUs and that optimization can effectively improve the stability and
quality of grids. By deducing a time-domain solution for guide vane
opening response and a response time formula, Yang et al. (2016)
found that the governor parameters are the most important factor
affecting the settling time of power response. Tang et al. (2019)
pointed out that the dynamic regulation characteristics of PSUs are
obviously influenced by the governor control mode. For PSP
balancing VRE in power grids, it is necessary to use step signals
and actual power signals as inputs to analyze the sensitivity of the
time domain. Fu et al. (2010) concluded the influence rule of
governor parameters and the inertia time constant on the
settling time.

Regarding the quantitative evaluation of FR performance
indicators, various methods have been widely applied, including
the hierarchical analysis method, fuzzy evaluation method, and
expert scoring method (Zhang et al., 2022). In view of the
current situation of auxiliary services of PSPs, Wang et al. (2010)
constructed an index system and proposed a fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation method based on hierarchical analysis. Based on the
fuzzy hierarchical analysis method, Xiong et al. (2016) constructed
an evaluation index system reflecting the performance of the speed
control system (according to relevant information and operation

experience) and verified the feasibility of the method with actual
arithmetic examples.

Regarding the value of auxiliary services provided by PSPs, many
relevant documents and reports were issued in a number of
countries and regions. In the IEA Hydropower Technical
Cooperation Program (HTCP), the economic value of energy and
management services provided by PSPs was reviewed, and an
overview document was produced for a number of countries and
regions (IEA, 2017). Another IEA effort has proposed the
requirements for the proper evaluation of techno-economic
models for scheduling strategies for hydropower and pumped
storage (PS) (Huertas-Hernando et al., 2016). In a project at the
Argonne National Laboratory (Koritarov et al., 2014), an advanced
dynamic simulation PSP model was developed and can be used to
analyze and evaluate the value of PSPs in the power system with
production cost and revenue. A report states that PSP capacity
benefits from high-magnitude price fluctuations, as plants are both
consumers and producers of electricity (Van Hout et al., 2017). It is
shown that a rational price mechanism in the ancillary service
market contributes to the benefits of PSPs so that the technical
and economic value of PSPs is fully realized.

However, in many countries such as China, despite the rapid
development of auxiliary service market in recent years, the
standardized market mechanism has not been fully formed
(Ming et al., 2014; Pollitt et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018). In
China, for example, the current two-part tariff (National
Development and Reform Commission, 2023) (including capacity
price and quantity price) is difficult to reflect the value of auxiliary
services and give full play to the potential of auxiliary services; hence,
the relevant research needs to be started urgently.

There are two innovations proposed. 1) Only a small amount of
study has given qualitative analysis and development suggestions for
PSPs to participate in the auxiliary service market in the context of
power market reform (Mou, 2018), and there is a lack of quantitative
evaluation of the compensation of SFR. In response to this
limitation, the performance of SFR is quantified based on the
fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP), and by investigating the
SFR compensation market in China, concrete compensation is
clarified. 2) The study of SFR on the comparison between
FSPSUs and VSPSUs is lacking in previous studies. Although this
paper has made improvements in the above two aspects, one being
the depth of comparison, where important evaluation indexes that
can represent the performance of SFR are selected to do a better
assessment, the other being the variety of models, where the control
strategy of VSPSUs can be divided into “power priority mode” and
“speed priority mode” (Kuwabara et al., 1996), the differences in the
compensation of these two modes are compared.

The content of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
based on the FAHP, the performance of SFR of PSPs is quantitatively
evaluated, and the corresponding scores are obtained. The average
compensation of SFR is clarified through research on the current
SFR market in China. The compensation formula is proposed based
on the SFR score and average compensation. In Section 3, the
models of FSPSUs and VSPSUs (in power priority and speed
priority modes) are presented. In Section 4, numerical
simulations are performed, and the performance and
compensation of FSPSUs and VSPSUs (in speed priority and
power priority modes) are compared, demonstrating the
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feasibility of the quantitative assessment work and the significance of
the engineering guidance. In Section 5, the main contributions and
conclusion of this paper are summarized.

2 Methods

A method to evaluate the compensation for SFR of PSUs is
proposed in this section. In the first subsection, five important
indicators in the SFR process of PSUs are selected as the basis for
evaluation, and FAHP is adopted to quantify SFR performance
by constructing the judgment matrix and solving the
degradation degree. The evaluation score S of SFR
performance is obtained. In the second subsection, through
the research of the FR market in China, the average
compensation for SFR of PSUs is clarified. The compensation
calculation formula is proposed in combination with the FR
performance score S in the first subsection, which can calculate
compensation under various scenarios.

2.1 Analysis of the performance of SFR

Based on the auxiliary service compensation mechanisms of
electricity markets in China and the United States of America, the
five evaluation indexes selected and their calculation formulas are
as follows:

(1) Average value of power difference ΔPavg

ΔPi � Pt,i − Pt,i
*

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣
ΔPt,avg

*

ΔPt,avg
* � 1

N
∑N

i�1 Pt,i
* − Pt,1

*
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣,

ΔPavg � 1
N
∑N

i�1ΔPi

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(1)

where ΔPavg is an index such that smaller values indicate better
performance; ΔPi is the power difference between the theoretical and
simulation values; Pt,i is the simulation power value at the ith sample
point; P*t,i is the theoretical power value at the ith sample point;
ΔP*t,avg is the average value of the theoretical power value; P*t,1 is the
theoretical power value at the first sample point; and N is the total
number of samples.

(2) Standard deviation of power difference ΔPstd

ΔPstd �
������������������
1
N
∑N

i�1 ΔPi − ΔPavg( )2√
, (2)

where ΔPstd is an index such that smaller values indicate better
performance.

(3) Penalty energy Ep

EP � ∑N

i�1 Pt,i − Pt,i
*

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ ×Δt, (3)

FIGURE 1
Flowchart of the quantitative evaluation method for PFR performance.
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where Ep is an index, representing the accumulated energy
deviation between the theoretical and simulation values, with
smaller values indicating better performance and Δt is sampling
integration interval, taken as 0.1 s.

(4) Regulation mileage MR

MR � Pe × ∑N−1
i�1 Pt,i+1 − Pt,i

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣, (4)

where MR is an index, with larger values indicating better
performance, Pe is the rated power of units, and the value is
310 MW of the plant in the engineering case.

(5) Power delay time Tdelay

rP,DT � corr Pt
→DT

, Pt
→
*( )

Max rP,DT( ) � corr Pt
→Tdelay

, Pt
→
*( ), 0≤DT≤ 30

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ , (5)

where Tdelay is the time difference when the theoretical value is
the same as the simulated value, DT is an intermediate value for the
power delay time taken as 0.1 s, and rP,DT is the correlation
coefficient between the two curves of theoretical and simulated
power values.

These five items are all affected by the pumped storage units’
power regulation performance, and the better the regulation
performance, the higher the score will be.

FAHP (Li et al., 2022) is an analysis method that integrates
fuzzy mathematics and hierarchical analysis, and its theoretical

TABLE 1 Compensation of SFR in China and the results of the compensation considering the mean value.

Province Capacity (MW) Compensation (104 CNY) Compensation of SFR (CNY)

Arithmetical mean Weighted mean considering cap

Hubei 26,670 9,927 20.564 0.468

Jing-Jin-Tang 97,850 21,419 12.094 1.010

Western Mongolia 33,360 40,297 66.737 1.900

Shandong 67,230 8,209 6.746 0.387

Shanxi 71,570 16,453 12.701 0.776

Heilongjiang 24,720 0 0.000 0.000

Jilin 22,490 254 0.624 0.012

Liaoning 38,540 176 0.252 0.008

Eastern Mongolia 29,850 0 0.000 0.000

Anhui 32,040 4,084 7.042 0.193

Fujian 49,750 5,794 6.434 0.273

ECPG 29,430 2,555 4.796 0.120

Jiangsu 106,090 10,415 5.424 0.491

Shanghai 23,720 2,106 4.905 0.099

Zhejiang 57,300 14,041 13.538 0.662

Henan 54,470 0 0.000 0.000

Hubei 35,760 1,881 2.906 0.089

Hunan 23,330 4,630 10.964 0.218

Jiangxi 20,390 3,010 8.156 0.142

Sichuan 59,560 1,050 0.974 0.050

Chongqing 18,340 728 2.193 0.034

Guangdong 95,210 33,105 19.210 1.561

Guangxi 34,290 1,648 2.655 0.078

Guizhou 43,480 8,058 10.239 0.380

Hainan 5,760 435 4.172 0.021

Yunnan 70,320 5,142 4.040 0.242

SUM 1,171,520 195,417 8.745 9.216
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basis includes an analytic hierarchy process and fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation. The process of calculating the PFR
performance score based on FAHP is shown in the Figure 1, and
the specific method is as follows. According to the physical
definition of the assessment indicators, ranking the factors of
the indicator layer to establish a judgment matrix, and deriving
the weights of each indicator; calculating the degree of
deterioration of the indicators to unify the magnitude and
order of magnitude of each indicator, a fuzzy affiliation
matrix was obtained, which was multiplied by the weight
vector of each indicator to obtain the vector of fuzzy
judgments; and setting the comment vector V = (V1, V2, V3,
and V4) = (excellent, good, general, and bad), and the score vector
under four FR response states is G=(100, 80, 60, 30) (Li et al.,
2022); the SFR performance score S can be obtained by
multiplying the score vector with the fuzzy judgment vector.

2.2 Analysis of the compensation for SFR

Referring to the latest data that has been published by China’s
National Energy Administration (National Energy
Administration, 2019), SFR compensation in China is shown
in Table 1. Since the compensation of the Northwest region in the
published data includes both PFR and SFR, while other regions
only include AGC, the Northwest region data are not included in
the table for reference. In the first half of 2019, excluding Tibet,
the installed capacity was 1.37 billion kilowatts (KW), and the
compensation for auxiliary services was 13.031 billion CNY in
China. Among them, the compensation for SFR is 2.701 billion
CNY, accounting for 20.73% of the total compensation for
ancillary services.

The compensation of the PSP divided by the installed capacity can
be obtained as the average compensation of SFR. If the arithmetic mean
is considered, the average compensation is 8.745CNYper daywith each
MW. If the weighted average is considered, the average compensation
considering all provinces is 9.216 CNY per day for each MW, and the
average compensation considering the top 10 installed capacity
provinces (National Energy Administration, 2021) is 9.336 CNY per
day with each MW, as shown in Table 2. The obtained average
compensation is the value when the PSU has qualified SFR
performance, so based on the SFR performance score, the SFR
compensation of the PSP can be calculated.

A � R0 · S/60( ) · Cp, (6)

where A is the SFR compensation of PSP, measured in units per day
per MW; R0 is average compensation, valued at 9.336 CNY per day
with each MW, which can be adjusted flexibly according to market
conditions; S is the SFR performance score; and Cp is the installed
capacity of PSP.

Since the installed capacity in the table includes the total
installed capacity of all types of power stations participating in
the compensation of electric auxiliary services, the compensation
cost also belongs to all power stations and is not limited to
pumped storage power stations. Moreover, in actual operation,
the average compensation per unit capacity of each type of power
station is not the same, and the SFR compensation in this paper is
obtained based on the same SFR compensation rate for each type

of power station, so the calculation compensation may deviate
from the compensation of the actual situation. This issue deserves
further exploration in future research.

3 Models

In this section, in order to evaluate the compensation for SFR of
PSUs in the ancillary services market, the FSPSU and VSPSUmodels
are established. In contrast to the variable speed unit, the governor is
an actuator to adjust the opening of the guide vanes to achieve
output regulation for FSPSUs, which is shown in the block diagram
in Figure 2. For the VSPSU model, the control strategies include
“power priority mode” and “speed priority mode,” which are shown
in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. For the unit in the power
priority mode in Figure 3, the converter controls the power and the
governor controls the speed. For the unit in the speed priority mode
in Figure 4, the converter controls the speed and the governor
controls the power.

The models under these three control strategies are built based
on the PSU models in available studies (Yang and Yang, 2019;
Huang et al., 2022; Huang et al., 2023a), and the comparative
validation between the simulation results and measured data has
been confirmed (Huang et al., 2022; Huang et al., 2023a; Liu et al.,
2023), illustrating the reliability of the models and the accuracy of
the subsequent studies. The modeling in this section is based on the
MATLAB/Simulink platform.

The pump turbine model is built using the improved Suter
transformation method (Zheng et al., 2012; Kocaman and Modi,
2017), which can solve the multiple values problem of unitary
discharge and unit moment in the S-region by eliminating the
S-characteristics of the inverse pump mode. The piping system
model is built using the method of characteristics (Huang et al.,
2022), which has the advantages of high computational accuracy,
high efficiency, and simple programming and can achieve an
accurate simulation of the unsteady flow in a waterway system
(Chaudhry, 2014). The governor model adopts a PID governor

TABLE 2 Calculation of average compensation for provinces in China
considering the top ten installed capacities of pumped storage.

Province Weighted mean

Hebei 0.967

Shanxi 1.602

Liaoning 0.017

Anhui 0.398

Fujian 0.564

Jiangsu 1.014

Zhejiang 1.367

Henan 0.000

Hubei 0.183

Guangdong 3.223

SUM 9.336
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(Huang et al., 2023b), adding the nonlinear link of the opening
limit with the starting guide vane opening instruction. A
description of the principles of the doubly fed induction
motor can be found in the related book and literature (Abad
et al., 2011; Bidgoli et al., 2015).

For the FSPSU, the power signal is input into the “power
command” in the diagram and is compared with the output
power response signal to derive five performance evaluation
indexes, which can be used to carry out simulation analysis and
a quantitative score of the SFR performance of FSPSUs. Based on
FAHP, the compensation for SFR can be calculated later. For
VSPSUs, the power signal is input into the “control command”
in the diagram and also compared with the power output signals,
and the daily SFR compensation of the VSPSP can be obtained
through the same steps.

4 Results

In this section, based on the numerical simulations and FAHP,
SFR compensation is clarified, the differences in SFR performance of
FSPSUs and VSPSUs are compared, and the differences in SFR
between different control strategies are studied.

4.1 Engineering cases and power command

4.1.1 Engineering cases
The example power plant selected in the paper is a real VSPSP in

China, with an installed capacity of 3,600 MW. The plant piping
system parameters and the main unit parameter settings for the
three models are kept the same, as shown in Table 3a,c, and the

FIGURE 2
Block diagram of FSPSPs in the power regulation mode.

FIGURE 3
Block diagram of VSPSPs in the power priority mode.
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FIGURE 4
Block diagram of VSPSPs in the speed priority mode.

TABLE 3 Main parameters of the PSP.

a) Main parameters of pipes

Pipe Length Diameter Area Velocity Head loss coefficient

L1 1,068.317 7.0 38.4845 1,100 0.014

L2 1,062.766 4.8 18.0956 1,200 0.014

L3 64.712 3.4 9.0792 1,200 0.014

L4 181.407 4.6 16.6190 1,200 0.014

L5 15.00 7.0 38.4845 1,200 0.014

L6 826.281 7.0 38.4845 1,100 0.014

b) Governor parameters of different modes

Parameter VSPSU FSPSU

Power priority mode Speed priority mode Power regulation mode

Kp 2.0 0.5 0.5

Ki 0.5 0.15 0.3

Kd 0.0 0.25 0.0

bp 0.0 0.04 0.0

Ty 0.2 s 0.2 s 0.2 s

c) Main parameters of PSUs

Parameter Value

Rated rotational speed 428.6 rpm

Rated working head 425 m

Rated output power 310 MW

Allowable maximum pressure in the spiral case 755 m

Allowable minimum pressure in the draft tube 0 m

Maximum speed rise rate of the unit 45%
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original value settings of the governor parameters are varied in the
different modes, as shown in Table 3b.

For the speed priority mode, the speed of the VSPSU is
directly controlled by the converter, which is the priority
regulation target. However, the active power is controlled by
the governor. Therefore, the governor parameter tuning can
enable the unit to regulate the power faster and effectively
reduce the oscillation and regulation error to ensure the
stability of the system. Therefore, it is necessary for VSPSUs
in the speed priority mode to analyze and tune the governor
parameters to provide more reliable support for SFR. The
analysis and governor parameter tuning for VSPSUs in the
speed priority mode (see Appendix) are carried out in this
study. The calculation results of SFR performance in different
governor parameter setting schemes are shown in Supplementary
Appendix Table S5, Supplementary Appendix Table S6,
Supplementary Appendix Table S7, and Supplementary
Appendix Table S8, and the comparisons of the power
response process before and after governor parameter tuning
are shown in Supplementary Appendix Figure S11,
Supplementary Appendix Figure S12, Supplementary
Appendix Figure S13, and Supplementary Appendix Figure S14.

For the power priority mode, the power is directly controlled by
the converter and speed is controlled by the governor; therefore, the
governor parameters have little influence on the power response. As
for the FSPSU, there are many studies on governor parameter tuning
(Yang et al., 2019; Guo andWu, 2023), and the governor parameters

of the FSPSU in this work have been tuned, which will not be
repeated due to space limitations.

4.1.2 Power command
The power disturbance signal input in the PSU model in this

paper is measured wind turbine power fluctuation signals, which are
intended to provide technical support for the research of renewable
energy consumption (Yang et al., 2018; LI et al., 2023).

In this paper, four kinds of wind power deviation signals are
used, which are the center peak, left peak, right peak, and double
peak, respectively. The data of these four wind power deviation
signals are obtained from a real wind power station abroad. Their
frequency distribution histograms are shown in Figure 5. The total
duration of the simulation calculation in this section is 200 s. The
first 50 s are without any power disturbance, and the unit is in steady
state operation, followed by the input of power disturbance signals
with a duration of 150 s. The sampling interval is 0.25 s, and each set
of signals has 600 data pieces. In Figure 5, the horizontal coordinate
of the graph indicates the amount of variation in power, and the
vertical coordinate indicates the number of each type of variation in
the 600 pieces of data.

4.2 Quantitative evaluation of SFR

Four types of wind power deviation signals with a time length of
200 s are input into each of the three models, and FAHP is used to

FIGURE 5
Frequency distribution histograms of wind power deviation signals.
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compare the evaluation indexes, compensation, and power response
curves of the three models.

The value of evaluation indexes and compensation calculation
results of the three control models under different types of input
signals are shown in Table 4. The comparison of the theoretical and
simulated values of the power response process of the FSPSU is
shown in Figure 6, and the comparison of VSPSUs (in power and
speed priority modes) is shown in Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, and
Figure 10. In Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10, the
ideal result is the theoretical optimal power change process of the
pumped storage unit, which is deduced from the input wind power
signal, and it is used to compare with the simulation result. The
results of the graphs are analyzed, and the conclusions are as follows.

For the FSPSU, according to the compensation calculation
formula proposed in the previous section, the compensation of
the SFR for the power station is approximately 8,100–14,800 CNY
per day, and the average compensation of the FSPSP is 10,900 CNY
per day. From the power curve comparison chart, it can be observed
that the power simulation output value of the FSPSU fluctuates more
drastically, with a relatively low degree of agreement with the
theoretical value, and the SFR performance is relatively poor.

For the VSPSU, when the control mode is power priority, the
curves of the theoretical and simulated output values of the power
response are more consistent with excellent SFR performance, and
the compensation for SFR of the PSP per day ranges from
53,300 CNY to 55,400 CNY, with an average compensation of
54,400 CNY per day.

For the VSPSU, when the control mode is speed priority, the
regulation amount of the unit is small, and the simulated power
output value is delayed more, which results in the daily SFR
compensation of the PSP between 17,000 and 17,700 CNY, with
an average compensation of 17,300 CNY per day.

In terms of the factors affecting the evaluation index,
according to the secondary frequency regulation process of the
unit, the factors studied in this work affecting the evaluation

index can be divided into three types: regulation strategy,
governor parameter, and input signal. Among them,
regulation strategy is the main factor. For regulation strategy,
it is clear that the evaluation indexes are superior under power
priority mode than under other regulation strategies. For the
power priority mode, the converter controls the power; for the
governor parameter, Kp and Ki are directly linked to the power
variation, but Kd and bp are linked to the differential of power
variation. Therefore, the influence of Kp and Ki is greater than
that of Kd and bp; for the input signal, it is clear that the influence
of the input signal is minimal from Figure 6 and Table 4.

Comparing the evaluation results of FSPSUs and VSPSUs, if the
control mode is the power priority, the value of the SFR
compensation will be 398.34% higher than that of FSPSUs.
Moreover, for the four smaller and better evaluation indexes, the
index results of VSPSUs are significantly lower than those of FSPSUs
by one order of magnitude, which reflects that VSPSUs have obvious
operational advantages. If the VSPSU is in the speed priority mode,
the SFR compensation is 58.12% higher than that of FSPSUs, which
means the overall difference is relatively small.

Comparing the two control strategies of VSPSUs, if the VSPSU
adopts the power priority mode, SFR compensation is
approximately 215.16% higher than that of the speed priority
mode, and the four smaller and more superior indicators also
differ by an order of magnitude. The reason is that the unit in
the power priority mode has a faster response rate to load changes,
and the corresponding steady-state error is also smaller.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a method for evaluating the performance and
compensation for the SFR of PSUs is constructed. Comparing the
FSPSUs and VSPSUs under power priority and speed priority
modes, the performance and compensation of SFR are analyzed,

TABLE 4 Evaluation indexes and compensation calculation results of three control models under different wind power deviation signals.

Control strategy Signal performance evaluation index Score Compensation

ΔPavg(pu) ΔPstd(pu) ΔEp(pu) MR(MW) Tdelay(s) (yuan/d)

FSPSP Power regulation 1 2.65% 3.21% 3.985 608.017 2.7 14.54 8142.76

2 3.37% 4.34% 4.878 993.818 2.6 17.19 9627.89

3 3.13% 3.86% 4.986 855.158 2.7 19.88 11134.95

4 2.72% 3.55% 4.146 826.539 2.6 26.35 14762.08

VSPSP Power priority 1 0.15% 0.19% 0.225 621.240 0.2 95.19 53324.00

2 0.18% 0.28% 0.267 694.097 0.2 97.48 54606.35

3 0.18% 0.23% 0.286 817.083 0.2 98.83 55362.41

4 0.15% 0.22% 0.234 661.052 0.2 96.97 54320.00

Speed priority 1 2.56% 3.06% 3.862 456.482 2.5 31.27 17514.89

2 2.88% 3.90% 4.189 739.926 2.3 29.97 16786.39

3 2.75% 3.37% 4.413 643.827 2.5 30.36 17005.68

4 2.56% 3.27% 3.932 615.776 2.4 31.67 17740.38
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providing technical support for the development of the auxiliary
service market. Themain contributions and innovations of this work
are condensed as follows:

(1) Based on the current situation of the SFRmarket in China, the
average compensation of SFR for PSPs with each MW is
determined to be 9.336 CNY per day. Combined with the

FIGURE 7
Power response comparison between the power and speed priority modes under medial peak signals.

FIGURE 6
Power response comparison of the FSPSU between the ideal and simulation under different wind power deviation signals.
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FIGURE 10
Power response comparison between the power and speed priority modes under double peak signals.

FIGURE 8
Power response comparison between the power and speed priority modes under left peak signals.

FIGURE 9
Power response comparison between the power and speed priority modes under right peak signals.
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quantitative evaluation of SFR performance, a method for
evaluating SFR compensation of PSPs is constructed.

(2) The factors studied in this work affecting the evaluation index
can be divided into three types: regulation strategy, governor
parameter, and input signal. Among them, regulation strategy
is the main factor.

(3) Compared with FSPSUs, VSPSUs can achieve rapid follow-up of
the power command; hence, the performance of SFR is better.
The VSPSU in the power priority mode has obvious advantages
in the SFR auxiliary service because the power is directly
controlled by the converter, achieving a fast power response.

(4) According to the quantification, the compensation of FSPSUs
and VSPSUs (power priority mode and speed priority mode) is
10,900 CNY per day; 54,400 CNY per day; and
17,300 CNY per day.

This study also has several limitations and could be extended in
the following aspects:

(1) On the evaluation of the performance of SFR, FAHP is
selected in this paper. Although the evaluation indicators
are fuzzy-processed, the selection of the judgment matrix and
the calculation of the deterioration degree of the indicators
still have a certain degree of subjectivity. It is not completely
consistent with the actual situation, and further research on
this issue will be meaningful in the future.

(2) On the calculation of the compensation for frequency
regulation, due to limited data, the investigated installed
capacity and compensation costs of the provinces in China
are not limited to PSPs but also include other types of power
stations that participate in the auxiliary service market.
Therefore, the average compensation of SFR is calculated
based on the assumption that different power stations have
the same compensation rate of SFR. However, the real
compensation rates of different power stations are not the
same. Hence, there is a possible deviation between the
calculated compensation and the actual compensation.

(3) The study object of ancillary services is limited to SFR, while
ancillary services also include peak shaving, phase regulation,
black start, and standby. Therefore, further study on other
important service functions is meaningful to conduct.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Unit description

Ep [J] Penalty energy

H [m] Water head

ir [pu] Rotor current

Kd [pu] Differential coefficient in the governor system

Ki [pu] Integral coefficient in the governor system

Kp [pu] Proportional coefficient in the governor system

MR [MW] Regulation mileage

n [rad/s] Unit (rotational) speed

P [pu] Active power

P* [pu] Active power command

Ps [pu] Stator active power

Ps* [pu] Stator active command

ΔPavg [pu] Average value of power difference

ΔPstd [pu] Standard deviation of power difference

P [pu] Active power

P* [pu] Active power command

Q [m3/s] Discharge

Qs [pu] Stator reactive power

Qs* [pu] Stator reactive power command

S /Performance score of SFR

Ty [s] Servo time constant in the governor system

Tdelay [s] Power delay time

Tm [N · m] Mechanical moment

Ty [s] Servo time constant in the governor system

Vs [V] Stator voltage

wm [pu] Angular frequency of the rotor

ws [pu] Angular frequency of the voltage and current of the stator windings

wm* [pu] Command of the angular frequency of the rotor

y [pu] Guide vane opening

AGC Automatic generation control

DFIM Doubly fed induction machine

FAHP Fuzzy analytic hierarchy process

FR Frequency regulation

FSPSU Fixed-speed pumped storage unit

FSPSP Fixed-speed pumped storage plant

GVO Guide vane opening

PSP Pumped storage plant

PSU Pumped storage unit

SFR Secondary frequency regulation

VSPSU Variable-speed pumped storage unit

VSPSP Variable-speed pumped storage plant

VRE Variable renewable energies
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